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Greatest Rivalry: 

1 of 1 review helpful It s okay is all By dennis Not the best The book has some really interesting things I learned about 
these two giants in sports and I love these guys is why I bought the book My issues is that Jack and Arnold built their 
careers on class and character That being said I wish the author took a lesson from that example and used better 
language instead of so many curse words and street lang Surprisingly one of sport rsquo s most contentious complex 
and defining clashes played out not in the boxing ring or at the line of scrimmage but on the genteel green fairways of 
the world rsquo s finest golf courses Arnie and Jack Palmer and Nicklaus Their fifty year duel in both the clubhouse 
and the boardroom propelled each to the status of American icon and pushed modern golf to the heights and popularity 
it enjoys today Arnie was the cowboy wit From Publishers Weekly In this lengthy and occasionally slow going read 
sports columnist O Connor documents the decades long rivalry between Arnold Palmer and Jack Nicklaus The two 
men couldn t have been more different both on the field and off Palmer sever 
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